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It is shown that in a nonequilibrium medium, namely a magnetized plasma which is permeated by an 
electron beam, an instability of a low-frequency electromagnetic wave should be possible, which re
sults in the excitation of two high-frequency waves and in a decrease of amplitude of the initial pump
ing wave. The mechanism of such an instability is discussed and its growth rate is determined. The 
corresponding estimates for a laboratory plasma are presented. 

I N a transparent, thermodynamically equilibrated non
linear medium it is possible to have, as is known, two 
kinds of instability of a monochromatic wave of finite 
amplitude-parametric or decaying[I,2J , when, at the 
expense of the energy of frequency W there are excited 
only low frequency waves with parameters Wj and ~ 
such that they fulfill the synchronism conditions 
W = ~njwj and k = ~ kjnj' and an instability of the type 

mw = ~njwj' mk = ~njkj' which can be considered as 
the decay of m quanta that are in a single state. In the 
Simplest case it is the decay of a pair of quanta W + W 

- WI + W2, k + k - kl +~, i.e., at the expense of the en
ergy of the monochromatic wave there are simultane
ously excited high frequency and low frequency waves. 
In the particular case when IWI- w21 « W this is called 
"modulation" instability, and brings about a pinching of 
the wave and a separation into packets [3,4J. 

The instability of a monochromatic wave with res
pect to high-frequency perturbations only (excluding the 
obvious effect of harmonic generation) at m s 2 in 
equilibrium mediums is impossible. For a medium with 
quadratic nonlinearity it means that it is impossible to 
excite two high- frequency waves with the aid of one low 
frequency pumping wave. In this work it is shown that 
for electromagnetic waves such an instability can take 
place in a nonequilibrium medium, namely in a magne
tized plasma which is permeated by an electron beam. 

It should be noted that three-wave interactions of the 
type 

W, + w, = W" k,+k, = k, (1) 

in a nonequilibrium plasma that admits of the existence 
of waves with negative energy[5J (i.e. waves with whose 
growth the energy of the medium decreases), have been 
considered in the literature [6-9]. However, all that work 
was directed only to the investigation of the so-called 
"explosive instability," which is characterized by the 
simultaneous growth of the amplitudes of all interacting 
waves. For longitudinal waves, the onset of such an in
stability is possible, for example, in a beam + plasma 
system, if the energy of the high-frequency or of the 
two low-frequency waves is negative (the electron cur
rent, which causes the nonequilibrium of the medium, 
serves as the reservoir for the growing waves). For 

electromagnetic waves the realization of explosive in
stability is difficult and demands highly specific condi
tions. 

From the point of view of increasing the frequency :as 
the result of conversion, essential interest attaches to 
the process considered below, interaction of low
frequency and the high-frequency electromagnetic waves 
with a plasma wave of intermediate frequency, possess
ing negative energy. Such a process permits the energy 
to be obtained in the form of electromagnetic radiation 
from a medium in which it is impossible to obtain di
rectly the instability of electromagnetic waves .. 

1. In a plasma magnetized along a constant magnetic 
field, the propagation of waves of several types is pos
sible, including "whistlers" or helicons, longitudinal 
waves representing oscillations of the charge, and high
frequency electromagnetic waves. Let us study the in
teraction of these waves in a beam + plasma system 
with a constant magnetic field. USing the quasihydro
dynamic approximation, we write the initial equations 
in the forml) 

iJv -~(E+~[VHo]) ~/l.{-(VV)v+_e_[VH]}, (2)* 
atm e me 

up +Ndivv~ - /l.divpv, 
iJt 

iJv. +(VoV)v. -~(E +~ [VoHl+!-[v.Hol) 
iJt m e e 

~ /l.·{-(v.V)v. +_e_[V.Hl}, 
. me 

[} 1 iJH 
iJ~' +N.divv.+ VoVp. ~ - /l.div p.V" rotE+-;;-&t~O. 

1 aE 4ne 4ne { 4ne } rotH-----(Nv+N.v.)---p.Vo= /l. -(pv+ p,v.) , 
e at c c c 

where E and H are alternating electric and magnetic 
fields, Ho is the intensity of the constant magnetic field, 
p, Ps' v and vs are the deviations of the densities and 
velocities of electrons in the main plasma and in the 
beam from the equilibrium values N, N s, 0, and V 0' and 
the parameter j.J. is introduced to denote the smallness of 
the nonlinear terms. 

l)We consider processes of sufficiently high frequency, for which 
. the motion of the ions can be neglected. Furthermore, the thermal 
motion is disregarded. 

*[vH] =V X H. 
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Let all the waves propagate along Ho; then the dis
persion equation of the medium (with J.J. = 0) breaks up 
into two: 

D(O)"" kl,3) = O),~,8(0)i.3' kl,') - k:"c' = 0, 

( k) 1 0)0' (llo,' (0).,. + k',3VO) (3) 
e (Il"s, ',S = - 0)". (O)l,S _ O)H) 0)"" (0)1,. + k".V. - O)H) , 

roo· 000.· 
D(O)"k,)=epl=1--- =0, 

0),' (O),-k,V,)' 
(4) 

Here Wo = (41TNe2/m)1/2 and Wos = (41TNse2/m)1/2 are the 
Langmuir frequencies of the plasma and beam elec
trons; wH = leHo/mcl is the gyrofrequency of electrons. 
Equation (3) corresponds to electromagnetic waves, and 
(4) to plasma waves. The fact that electromagnetic 
waves are polarized circularly in the direction of elec
tron rotation ("extraordinary" wave) is taken into con
sideration in (3). 

Assuming that the interacting waves-the helicon 
(W1' k1), the HF electromagnetic wave (wa, ka), and the 
plasma wave (W2' ~)-satisfy the synchronism condition 
(1) (these conditions are verified below), let us write 
the solution of (2) as 

E. = a,,,,,exp {i(ro,t- k.x)} + C.c., (5) 

.k =(D' )-'{2+ wsw,' + rosO) •• ' }-' 
.... 1.1 liI i 3 . 2 J 

, (W".-Wa) w',' w".(O)".+k",V.-ws)' 

1\1,=-- _._+ '0 . 1 {W' O)'}-' 
20),D.: w,' (roz-k,V.)' ' 

80):"s(w".) 
'80)", 

D '= 8Spl 
W2 fltJh' 

here ai are the complex amplitudes of the fields, 1J!i are 
normalizing factors, and wi and ki are connected by the 
dispersion equation. For slowly varying amplitudes 
ai(x, t) we obtain from (2), (5), and (1) by means of the 
asymptotic method[10] the following equations: 

where Vi are the group velocities of the waves and a, 
are the nonlinear- interaction coefficients, equal to 1 

a,= GID";, 

e { 0)0' [ ( k, k, ) ] 0), 0), G=-w, - k.-rox ---
m 0),' 0), 0), (ws - ws) (0), - O)x) 

+ w •• ' [k (k. k')] 
(w,-k,V,)' ,-WH O),+k,V. w,+k,V, 

(6) 

(w, + k, V,) (0), + k, V,) } 
x (0), + k,V, - O)H) (w, + k,V, - O)H) (7) 

(similar expreSSions for the coupling coefficients of 
two transverse and a longitudinal wave in a magnetized 
plasma with a constant electric field were obtained by 
the method of coupled waves by other authors [9,11]). 

2. It follows from (6) and (7) that the character of 
the investigated nonlinear processes is determined by 
the signs of Dw ,' which in the given case coincide with 
the signs of the1energies of the interacting waves. Let 
us determine the expreSSion for ui for concrete wave 
parameters Wi' ki expressed in terms of the character
istic frequencies Wo and wHo 

Let us require that Wa considerably exceed W1 which 
is possible if Wo »""H' In conformance with (3) and (4), 
the synchronism conditions (1) can be satisfied in this 
case if Wa ~ Wo + wH, W1:-';: wH, and Ikal « Ikll, Ik21 (the 

difference IW1- wHI is assumed to be not too small to 
be able to neglect cyclotron absorption of the helicon 
wave). Depending on the pump frequency WI the traverse 
waves can be in synchronism either with a wave of fre
quency 

or with a wave of frequency 

6, 1 (N.) 1 
0),=0),+6" -;;'-""2\N' (~_1),<1, 

( V'" p ""~( 0), ) > 1) 
c 100,-OlHI ' 

In the first case there takes part in the interaction 
process a plasma wave that grows in the linear approxi
mation (its growth rate is y/wo l':;: 2-4/a • 3112 • (NS/N)113 
« 1), the energy of which is negative at any arbitrarily 
small concentration ratio Ns/N. In the second case the 
wave is in the transparency region and its energy is 
negative when 

( 2) 6, 3+-- ->1. p-1 w, 

It is easy to see that to satisfy the synchronism condi
tions the plasma and helicon waves must be oppositely 
directed. 

When electromagnetic waves interact with a plasma 
wave of negative energy we have, unlike in equilibrium 
quadratic media, where ala2 > 0 and -aiJ2 < 0, 

(8) 

i.e., the high-frequency (wa) and the low-frequency (W1) 
waves exchange roles. The most important and principal 
feature of the considered interaction is the possibility 
of exciting two HF waves (W2' wa) by low-frequency 
pumping (WI)2). Indeed, confining ourselves to spatially
homogeneous solutions we obtain from (6) and (8) (as
suming y l':;: 0) the integrals 

la,i' ia,i' --+ -- = const, 
at 0'3 

ia,i' ia,i' 
-- - -- = const, 

0'3 02 
(9) 

whose existence Signifies that in the system under in
vestigation, on one hand, the usual decay instability i.e., 
an appreciable decrease of the wave amplitude aa is im
possible if the priming amplitudes a1 and a2 are small, 
and on the other hand, the wave of lower frequency WI, 
which is intense at t = 0, can decrease to zero with in
creasing t, having transferred its energy to the HF 
waves, whose amplitudes were initially small. The law 
of conservation of the energy of the waves is in this 
case, naturally, not fuUiUed-the upward frequency 
transformation requires, besides the expenditure of 
energy at the pump frequency WI also expenditure of the 
kineti~ energy of the €lectron beam. To verify this, it 
is sufficient to determine the sign of the energy, aver
aged over the period, lost by the electron beam in a unit 
volume during the excitation of the HF electromagnetic 
field of frequency Wa. In our case this quantity is equal 
to 1 T 

W= lim-J l'Edt = ep 'E'v '>0 T 5 3.l.. , 

p.' = I ';k,Na: ,I" V1.' = 1 ea, 1 ; 
_____ m(Ol,-k,V,) m(W'-O)Ir) 

(10) 

2)por longitudinal waves in a beam + plasma system, the feasibility 
of such a process was demonstrated earlier [ 12], 
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here p~, Eg, and v~ are respectively the amplitudes of 
the oscillations of the electron density, of the HF per
turbation, the velocity of the electron flow transverse 
to Ho, which is determined by the action of low-fre
quency pumping. 

The growth rate of the HF instability in question, for 
spatially homogeneous perturbations, is equal to 

f = { (la,aalla.!'),/. = f. for oJ,;;" Ill. 
y/2+(f.'+y'/4)'I. for 1Il,<>;IIl.; (11) 

N 'I. 
Y "" 2-'/· . 3'1. (--i") Ill., a,,,,,_e_IIIlI-IIlH I for 1Il"IIl.~IIlH, 

7mV. 'Ill, 

{ 
70, forlll,<>;IIl,~(J}H 

0,"" ~11Il1-IIlH I [~(3+~)-1] -I for 1Il,=IIl,+6,~IIlH 
mV. Ill. Ill, ~ 1 

We note that, independently of the decay of the helicon 
wave in the system under investigation, two-stream 
instability there will cause a growth of longitudinal 
waves with a broad spectrum of frequdncies 0 < W < Woo 
However, if the growth rate r »y, the characteristic 
times of these processes will differ significantly and 
we can disregard the slow (over times t ~ l/n growth 
of the longitudinal waves due to the two-stream instabil
ity.3) 

Since r depends on lall, by proper selection of the 
pump amplitude it is possible to satisfy the condition 
r »y and thus use the beam + plasma system, in which 
oscillations with a broad spectrum ~w - ware excited 
under normal conditions, to amplify and generate quasi
harmonic HF oscillations. Here it should be added that 
in the presence of a strong helicon wave in the plasma, 
the motion of the electrons across the constant magnetic 
field can produce, generally speaking, a Buneman insta
bility[13] that results in damping of the helicon and stops 
the HF instability. However, if the transverse electron 
drift velocity is less than their thermal velocity, this 
instability is absent4 ). 

3. We present estimates for a laboratory plasma with 
parameters N = 1013 cm-3 (Wo I':j 1011 sec-l), Ns I':j 108 

cm-\ Ho = 600 Oe (wH I':j 1010 sec-l), Vo I':j 5 X 10 9 cm/sec, 
j = eNs Vo I':j 22 mA/cm2, IW1- wHI/wo I':j 3 x 10-\ and 
electron temperature T I':j 5 x 104 °K. This yields an 
electron thermal velocity vT ~ 8 x 107 cm /sec, i.e., 
vT «Vo. The transverse drift velocity under these 
conditions is vd I':j 5 x 107 cm/sec, Le., vd < vT' which 
guarantees the absence of the Buneman instability. A 
helicon of frequency Wl::S wH I':j 1010 sec-l with electric
field amplitude lalll':j 20 V/cm will excite a HF electro
magnetic wave with a growth rate r '" 1010 sec-I. The 
maximum growth rate of beam instability in this case is 

3) A similar situation takes place also for increasing helicons, if the 
conditions of the anomalous doppler effect are satisfied. [13] 

4) For longitudinal waves, the thermal motion can be neglected if the 
thermal velocity is much less than the beam velocity Vo. 

y I':j 109 sec-t, Le., y/r I':j 1010 sec-l. The maximum 
growth rate of beam instability in this case is 
y I':j 109 sec-t, i.e., y/r R< 10-\ and allowance for the 
thermal motion lowers y still more. For the evaluation 
of the maximum amplitude of HF wave in this case (due 
to the large growth rate) it is necessary to take into 
consideration the reaction effect of the generated waves 
on the electron beam, namely the change in its distribu
tion function. 

By this means, in a magnetized beam + plasma sys-, 
tern it is possible to effectively excite HF waves with 
low frequency pumping, with a frequency conversion co
efficient W3/Wl ~ 10. This effect can also take place in 
a solid-state plasma in constant electric and magnetic 
fields. To obtain the corresponding estimates, since 
Vo R< vT in a solid-state plasma, a kinetic analysis is 
needed. 
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